Call for Papers: „Integration Discourses in the Media“

The Global Media Journal is an open-access academic refereed online publication in various national or regional editions around the globe.

The German Edition (GMJ-DE) is dedicated to research and analyses on inter- and transnational as well as inter- and transcultural communication processes.

The GMJ-DE seeks for research and scientific papers to contribute to the Autumn Edition 2011. Papers should tackle the media coverage of integration politics, policies and assumptions from different perspectives. Thilo Sarrazin’s assumptions of the genetically deprived intellectual capital of Muslim immigrants in Germany, Geert Wilders’ anti-islamic statements in the Netherlands and the deportation of Roma Families in France are few but prominent examples for recent debates about Integration.

The GMJ-DE contains four sections:

1. Academic articles (30-50,000 characters)
2. Reports of media praxis and scientific field work & Essays (8-10,000 characters)
3. Graduate Papers
4. Book Reviews (3-8,000 characters)

Furthermore, contributions to other subjects are welcome. However, papers should tackle subjects on inter- and transnational as well as inter- and transcultural communication processes in relation to Media Systems, Journalism, Migration & Diaspora, Development Communication and similar fields of communication and media studies. The GMJ-DE welcomes diversity and interdisciplinarity in theories and methods.

Submission Guidelines can be found here: http://www.globalmediajournal.de/submission-guidelines/

Please send your contributions until April 30, 2011 to:
Carola Richter & Christine Horz (gmj@uni-erfurt.de)